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Constantinople! It is the empire of the world! - Napoleon,1807
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I. Istanbul’s claim
to fame & history

◼
◼
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8,500-year-old city
Imperial capital for 1600 years for 4 empires
Name “Constantinople” (City of Constantine) until 1930’s
16 mil. population – Europe’s largest and world’s 15th
Ranks 8 in top 10 cities for international travel
Hagia Sofia! plus 17 palaces, 64 mosques, 49 churches
Grand Bazaar – one of worlds 1st, largest & oldest malls
Only city that straddles 2 continents
‘If the Earth were a single state, Istanbul would be its capital.’ –
Napoleon Bonaparte
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History of
Istanbul

◼
◼

◼
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Founded as Byzantium in 7th century BCE by Greeks
In 330 CE, Roman emperor Constantine made imperial
capital, renaming New Rome then Constantinople
Grew in size and influence on Silk Road
4 Imperial capitals for almost 1,600 years
1.
2.
3.
4.

◼
◼

Roman/Byzantine (330–1204)
Latin (1204–1261)
Late Byzantine (1261–1453)
Ottoman (1453–1922)

In 1923, replaced by Ankara as Turkey’s capital
In 1930, name changed to Istanbul
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Constantinople as
capital of Empires

◼

◼
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Founded by Constantine,
as new capital of Roman Empire in CE 330
Roman Empire transplanted into Hellenistic world, but
they continued to think of themselves as Romans
Eventually became a Eastern Orthodox Greek city
Became greatest city in world at end of first millennium
Religious differences with Rome led to 1054 Great Schism
Thanks to strategic position at crossroads of trade routes,
Grand Bazaar became one of world’s greatest markets
John Julius Norwich (editor), The Great Cities in History, Thames and Hudson, 2009, p 78-81
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II. Strategic location:
On “choke point” that
linked Russia & Asia to
Western world
Link from main Russian port via
Bosphorus to Aegean and Suez

◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

Greeks by 11th century BCE
sailed east to Black Sea
Trading and seeking grain due to rocky terrain and limited
agriculture
Thus, Greeks settled in Istanbul
Thanks to strategic position at crossroads of trade routes, Grand
Bazaar became one of world’s greatest markets
Istanbul became greatest city in world at end of 1st millennium
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Istanbul’s Golden Horn

Inlet of Bosphorus that sheltered ships for centuries. Entrance
blocked by large chain to Galata Tower protect from enemy ships.
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Turkish Straits
connect Aegean
to Black Sea

◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

Turkish Straits =
Bosphorus, Dardanelles & Marmara Sea
Since 1936 governed by Montreux Convention which
allowed Turkey to close to warships
Bosphorus 19 mi. by only 2,300 ft, connects to Black Sea
Dividing line between Europe and Asia, as well as
between 4% of Turkey in Europe and 96% in Asia
Most of oil from Russia exported via Black Sea
Source: Turkish Straits, From Wikipedia
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Istanbul’s Bizarre Grand Bazaar - one of world’s 1st ,
largest & oldest shopping malls (1455)
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Silk Road - Eurasian trade routes via Istanbul
played the central role in interactions between
East & West until Columbus & da Gama

Famed by Marco Polo's travels in 1271–1295
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III. Magnificence of Istanbul

Constantine (r. 306-337)

Became Christian, moved Roman Empire to
Byzantium, impacted religion (Council of
Nicea), reunited and centered empire in
Constantinople

Justinian (r. 527-565)

Tried to restore empire; rewrote
Roman law; rebuilt Hagia Sofia and
cisterns; fostered long-distance trade;
but weakened by plague and war 10

Suleiman Mosque –

Symbol of World Power (1550)

“In 16th century, Turks were some of the most civilized people in
the world: its cities were large, well-lit, and drained, and
possessed universities and libraries and stunningly beautiful
mosques. In mathematics, photography, medicine, and many
other aspects of science and industry the Muslims enjoyed a lead.”
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- Paul Kennedy, The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers

Hagia Sophia: World's largest for 1,000 years

Change of Religions: Greek Orthodox (537-1204),
Roman Catholic (1204-61), Greek Orthodox (12611453), Muslim (1453-1931), and Museum since 1935
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(Short) Latin Empire of Constantinople (1204-61)

• Greek successor states of Byzantine Empire in red
• Feudal 4th Crusader state to install Western Roman Catholic in
place of Eastern Orthodox Roman
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16th & 17th century Ottoman
empire was a world power at
Constantinople

Suleiman truly “the
Magnificent:”
(r.1520-66) Golden
Age, reformer,
patron of arts, and
innovator; married
Christian concubine
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Ottoman’s Indigenous Military Institutions

Janissaries, captured

Christian children made into elite
(celibite) Ottoman soldiers and
became ruling class (1383-1826)

Timar System –

Sultan selected cavalrymen
and allotted villages to them to
support their military service 15

Istanbul fell with a bang, not a whimper!

“When they began their 1453 assault on Constantinople, still the greatest
fortress on the earth …, Ottomans [had] an iron cannon big enough to throw a
thousand-pound stone ball, with a roar loud enough …to make a pregnant
woman miscarry….
For the first and only time in its history, Constantinople’s walls failed. …
Byzantines crowded into … Hagia Sophia … trusting in a prophecy that when
infidels attacked the church an angel would descend, sword in hand, to restore
the Roman Empire. But no angel came; Constantinople fell; and with it… the
16
Roman Empire….” Ian Morris, Why the West Rules, p 403

Role of Women in Constantinople

Empress Theodora -

Justinian's wife, perhaps most
influential and powerful woman in
Roman Empire's history, her
intrigues may have caused downfall

Topkapi Harem –

“Golden cage” of Sultan’s wives
and Christian slave girl concubines.
“Empire was ruled from the harem”
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Cistern & Aqueduct – Testaments to Roman
Engineering and Ottoman Restorations

Valen’s Aqueduct: 1,600 –
year landmark that
overcame Istanbul’s lack
of wells and springs

Basilica Cistern: Where
water from aqueduct was
stored in 1,400-year old
cathedral-sized vault with
13 ft. thick walls
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Chora Church: Beautiful surviving example of a
Byzantine church. Built in 4th century, rebuilt in 15th19

Blue Mosque (1609)

• Named for blue tiles on interior walls
• Heavy iron chain over court entrance, so sultan had to lower his
head - a symbolic gesture of humility
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Topkapı Palace
of Istanbul –
residence of
Sultans 1465-1856

Old City Walls: City
walls at Belgradkapı
Gate critical to defense
of Eastern Roman
Empire and their
Ottoman successors.
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Galata Tower (1348) at apex of medieval Genoese citadel,
famous for Epistle Galatians
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IV. Empire falls & Turkey
“Exit of the Ottoman Empire
rises: Ottoman decline
… was final. At the end of

Second Siege of Vienna in 1683 -Calamitous end to Ottoman expansion.

Source: Charles Emmerson, 1913: In Search of the World

the Great War, the Arab
territories of empire fell
under … control of Britain
and France …. [A] new war
of survival was fought
against the invading armies
of Greece - a war which
finally ended in 1923 with
mass exchanges of Turkish
and Greek population, the
burning of the Greek city of
Smyrna and resentments to
last each country for
lifetimes to come.”
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Ataturk: “Father of Turks”
◼

◼

◼

◼
◼
◼

Ataturk (1881-1938), whose picture
is everywhere, celebrated as both
soldier and statesman
Nation pauses on Nov. 10 to honor
moment of his death
A combination of George Washington,
Winston Churchill & Franklin Roosevelt
Led forces to reclaim from Greece area now in Turkey
Gave Turkey a new modern orientation
Relocated capital out of harms way to Ankara 220 miles
away from Istanbul
Andrew Finkel, Turkey: What Everyone Needs to Know, 2012, p 28, 30
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After Ottoman’s fall in WW I, Ataturk
westernized Turkey

My people are going to learn the principles of democracy, the
dictates of truth and the teachings of science. Superstition
must go. Let them worship as they will…. – Ataturk
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V. Istanbul literally
bridging Europe & Asia
I. Martyrs Bridge: (First Bridge),
at completion in 1973, was 4th
longest suspension bridge
II. Sultan Mehmed the
Conqueror Bridge“ (Second
Bridge) completed in 1988,then
5th-longest suspension bridge
span in the world.
III. Yavuz Sultan Selim Bridge:
Third Bridge (opened to 2016,
5th tallest bridge and one of
widest suspension bridges
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Brand new 1915
$3 bil. Çanakkale
Bridge
◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

Opened March 18, 2022
Spans Dardanelles
Bridge 6 mi. south
Sea of Marmara
"1915" honors an important Ottoman naval victory against
British & French during WW I
Spans 1.26 mi.; first fixed crossing over Dardanelles
Makes 6th crossing – 3 bridges over Bosphorus and two
tunnels under it
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Controversial
bypass of $15 bil.
new Istanbul Canal
◼
◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

28 mi. canal to bypass Bosphorus
Easier to navigate than Bosphorus, reduce
congestion and bring in new revenue
Under 1936 Montreux Convention civilian
vessels can transit Bosphorus free, but puts limits on warships
Now transit waiting times of 14 hours and sharp turns
Critics say transits have fallen, no big deadly accident in 40 years,
warn of environmental disasters, and reconfiguring infrastructure
could push total to $35 bil
Say is ploy to renegotiate Montreux limits on warships and could
turn Black Sea into a “powder keg”
Source: Economist, Oct 9, 2021
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Flourishing Istanbul Today
(16 million strong, growing and glowing)

• Fast growing – top 20 metro GDP in world
• Heart and soul of Turkey – over ¼ GDP
• Straddles busy Bosphorus – triple Suez Canal tonnage
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Quick overview of
major tourism districts
A. Sultanahmet-Old City:
Historical sights
B. Galata: Nightlife venues
C. New City: Business & shopping
D. Bosphorus: European bank
dotted by palaces, parks,
water-front mansions, and bohemian neighborhoods
E. Golden Horn: Estuary that separates European side
F. Princes’ Islands: Getaway archipelago of car-free
islands—of wooden, gardens and scenic nice views
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Istanbul: Empire of World!
Summary & Conclusions

I. Istanbul’s fame and history
➢ Capital of four empires, largest city in Europe, tourist mecca

II. Strategic location – Colossus on Bosphorus
➢ Narrow choke point connecting waterway from Russia and Asia to
Western World along ancient Silk Road

III. Magnificence of Istanbul
➢ Incredible mosques, churches, vistas – 8th in international travel

IV. Empire declines, falls & Turkey rises
➢ Ataturk saved and Westernized Turkey & moved capital to Ankara

V. Istanbul - literally bridging Europe & Asia
➢ Bridges Europe and Asia both culturally and literally

Thanks for Coming. Hope to see you at my next presentation.
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Recommended books for Istanbul and
Turkey
◼
◼

◼

◼

Soner Cagapyay, The Rise of Turkey, 2014
Andrew Finkel, Turkey: What Everyone Needs to
Know, Oxford University Press, 2012
Ian Morris, Why the West Rules-For Now: The

Patterns of History, and What They Reveal About the
Future, Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, New York, 2010.
John Julius Norwich (editor), The Great Cities in
History, Thames and Hudson, 2009
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